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Abstract— A new method to reject ground clutter using the
Amplitude and Phase EStimation (APES) method is proposed in
this paper. The theoretical approach is followed by the application
of this method on the rejection of such an interference in the
frame of a bistatic passive radar using Digital Video Broadcasting
-Terrestrial ( DVB−T) transmitters.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Radars using illuminators of opportunity are inherently passive
bistatic radars. The passivity of bistatic radars offers definitive
advantages namely low cost, low weight and enhanced radar
cross-section for certain geometries. Moreover, stealth opera-
tions are possible since the receiver is totally passive.
Furthermore, noise-like signals allow unambiguous range and
Doppler estimation and an independent control of Doppler
and range measurements. Their ambiguity function presents
no side lobes (just noise floor), and high rate compression
is possible. In addition, they behave very favorably against
Electronic CounterMeasures (Anti Radar Missile (ARM) and
jamming). They also exhibit better performance in Low Prob-
ability of Interception (LPI) and Exploiting (LPE). In the
ElectroMagnetic Compatibility (EMC) domain, better inter-
ference immunity and the possibility of using many radars
simultaneously within the same area are expected.
Radars using illuminators of opportunity have already been
studied. Signals provided by FM radio broadcast [1], satellites
[2],digital video broadcast (DVB−T) [3], and Global System
for Mobile communications (GSM) base stations [4]have been
considered. Arguments for the selection of the transmittertype
include spatial and time coverage, power, central-frequency
and bandwidth of the emitted signal, and shape of the ambi-
guity function. The bandwidth dictates the achievable range-
resolution and the shape of the ambiguity function is decisive
in determining the detection performance of the radar. In
particular, signals from digital modulation (GSM, DVB−T)
have much less range and Doppler ambiguities than other
modulations [5], which makes them more suitable for passive
radar. In this paper, we will consider DVB-T transmitters as
illuminators of opportunity. They have a ubiquitous spatial
coverage, are permanent in time and have a thumbtack like
ambiguity function due to the noise-like behavior of the
OFDM modulation used.
Space-Time Adaptive Processing (STAP) is typically used to
filter out (clutter-) interferences inGMTI radars in order
to detect slow-moving targets.STAP offers a benefit over

separate spatial and temporal processing when there is a
coupling between the clutter signal direction of arrival (DOA)
and its Doppler frequency.STAPconsists in performing a joint
spatio-temporal optimum filtering of the signal in order to
reject interference (clutter) contributions [6], [7].
ClassicalSTAPmethods such as the Principal Components
(PC) method [7], [8], reduced rank methods such as the Joint
Domain Localized (JDL) method [8], [9] or the hybridization
of theJDL method with the Direct Data Domain (D3) method
[10]–[12] involve to estimate the covariance matrix of the
interferences. Their performance can suffer from the presence
of discrete sources of interference, the lack of homogeneous
range cells for the estimation of the covariance matrix and the
non-Gaussianity of the environment.
We propose in this paper not to use the covariance matrix but
to iteratively reject components of the clutter using theAPES
method. This method can not be considered as adaptative
but need an a priori knowledge of the clutter power spectral
density locus.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 depicts the
reference signal model, namely,DVB−T signal characteristics
and the received signal model, made of the signal of interest
(the target), clutter and noise.
Section 3 is dedicated to the adaptation to noise-like signals
of the APESmethod.
Finally, section 4 describes results of the bistatic passive
detection of a simulated target added to real clutter created
by a DVB−T transmitter of opportunity.

Notations: ∗, T , †, ˆ represent respectively the conjugate,
transpose, Hermitian transpose and estimate of a vector/matrix.
The element corresponding to the columnc and line l of a
matrix M will be represented byMlc, its line indexl by M l .
TheC first values of a vectorv will be represented byvC, its
l th element byvl , the portion of this vector between elements
i and j by vi: j .
The identity matrix with dimensionN will be written IN, cC
is the column vector withC unit elements,0N the column
vector withC null elements,lL is the row vector withL unit
elements.JN is the exchange or reflection matrix (i.e., a matrix
of dimensionN that has ones along its anti-diagonal, and zeros
everywhere else).
The Kronecker product is represented by⊗, the Hadamard
product by ◦. If we consider aN ×M matrix A, the vec-
function of A is written vec(A) and is obtained by stacking



the columns to get aNM×1 vector.

II. SIGNAL MODEL

Let us consider a sampled space-time signalY, made of clutter,
potential target and noise, received by a sparse array antenna
made ofNs elements, during a coherent integration timeTci

corresponding toNd samples, so thatTci = Nd
fs

with fs the
sampling frequency. The inter-element spacing between the
i +1th antenna element and the previous one is represented by
di+1,i and the carrier wavelength byλ.
The various components of the received signal are defined by
their amplitude, delay compared to the direct path, reduced
Doppler frequency and associated steering vector in the tem-
poral domain and direction of arrival linked to the steering
vector in the spatial domain.
The general expression of a temporal steering vector in the
direction of the reduced Doppler frequencyνd = fd

fs
with fd

the Doppler frequency is given by:

sd (νd) =
[

1,ej2πνd
, . . . ,ej2πνd(Nd−1)

]T

=
[

1,zd (νd) , . . . ,z
Nd−1
d (νd)

]T
(1)

where zd (νd) stands for the temporal phase shift from one
sample to another due to the motion of the considered com-
ponent.
In the case of a sparse array (specifically used for real
measurements presented in this paper), the spatial steering
vector in the direction of arrivalθ is:

ss (θ) =

[

1,ej2π sin(θ)
λ d2,1

, . . . ,ej2π sin(θ)
λ ∑Ns−1

i=1 di+1,i

]T

=

[

zs1,0
(θ),zs2,1

(θ), . . . ,
Ns−1

∏
i=1

zsi+1,i
(θ)

]T

(2)

wherezsi+1,i
(θ) stands for the spatial phase shift from thei +

1th antenna element to the previous element. By convention,
zs1,0

(θ) is chosen equal to 1.
The space-time steering vector is deduced from both spatial
and temporal steering vector:

s(θ,νd) = sd (νd)⊗ss (θ) (3)

The clutter signalYc is assumed to be made of the total
contribution ofNr interfering range cells, creating multipaths.
Each range cell is made ofNr;p contributing clutter patches
with complex amplitudeαr;p, delay τr = r

fs
, spatial steering

vectorss(θr) linked to the angleθr :

Yc =
Nr

∑
r=1

Nr;p

∑
p=1

Ycr;p

=
Nr

∑
r=1

Nr;p

∑
p=1

αr;pss(θr)
(

x(−τr)◦sd(νdr;p)
)T

(4)

with the general expression for the processed part of the
reference signal:

x(−τr) =

[

x

(

1− r
fs

)

, x

(

2− r
fs

)

, · · · , x

(

Nd − r
fs

)]T

(5)

The signal is also supposed to be made of the signal,Yt ,
from a target with complex amplitudeα and located at angle
θ, reduced Doppler frequencyνd and bistatic delayτ.

Yt = αss(θ)
(

x(−τ)◦sd(νd)
)T

= α
(

cNs ⊗xT (−τ)
)

◦
(

ss(θ)⊗sT
d (νd)

)

= αX (−τ)◦
(

ss(θ)⊗sT
d (νd)

)

(6)

Noise is represented byN, an ergodic, stationary and zero
mean random process.
One can see in this model that clutter is considered as a
finite sum of discrete contributors. Under this assumption,we
propose to use a spectral estimation method, namely theAPES
method, to determine the amplitude, Doppler and angle of the
main contributors and to subtract their contribution from the
received signal, one after the other.

III. G ENERALIZATION OF THE APESMETHOD TO

NOISE-LIKE SIGNALS

In the case of a bistatic radar exploiting a noise-like signal,
a way to adapt theAPES method [13]–[15] is to work on
the mixing product defined for each ranger associated to the
delayτ by:

Ym(τ) = Y(τ)◦
(

c
Ns

⊗x†
)

(7)

In an analog way, we will no longer consider the reference
signal or the noise signal but their mixed version,Xm and
Nm(τ).
Since the contributors induce a Doppler frequency that is
much smaller than the sampling frequency, the signal can be
low-pass filtered and subsampled as suggested in [16]. The
subsampling factor will be notedS. Note that this subsampling
does not affect the range-resolution of the radar.
The reduced Doppler frequency after this processing will be
notedν̃d = νdS.
Low-pass filtering and subsampling play an important role in
the adaptation of theAPESmethod to noise-like signal. Both
the demodulation, represented by the Hadamard product of a
delayed version, regarding the considered range cell, of the
received signal by the reference one (see equation (7)) and
low-pass filtering plus subsampling allow the noise-like signal
to get closer to a Doppler shifted pulse with a low level of
amplitude fluctuations.
This processing is associated to the subsampling and low-pass
filtering matrix:



S(νd) = e− jπ(S−1)νd
sin(πνd)

sin(πν̃d)
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= ι(νd)I Nd
S

⊗cS (8)

The correction by the coefficientι(νd) = 1

∑k=0
S−1 e2 jπkνd

is neces-

sary to compensate the effect of subsampling on the temporal
steering vector. It yealds:

ST(νd)sd(νd) = s̃d(ν̃d) (9)

The mixed signal defined in equation (7), for example, will
now be replaced by:

Ỹ(τ,νd) = Ym(τ)S(νd)

= ι(νd)Ym(τ)S
= ι(νd)Ỹ(τ) (10)

One can see on the previous equation that it is not necessary
to take into account a different mixed, low-pass filtered and
subsampled signal̃Y(τ,νd) for each temporal direction but to
work with Ỹ(τ) and to apply the correction.
X̃ and Ñ(τ) would be defined in the same way fromXm and
Nm(τ) respectively.
The number of processed blocs, made of subsampled and low-

pass filtered data,
Nd
S will be notedÑd .

Considering the mixed, low-pass filtered and subsampled
signals, the purpose, for each step of the iterative rejection pro-
cess, is to estimate the maximal amplitudeα̂r;p corresponding
to the main contributor so that:

ˆ̃Ycr;p(τ) = α̂r;pX̃ ◦
(

ss(θp)s̃T
d (ν̃dr;p)

)

(11)

To facilitate readers understanding, the reference to the range
cell (τ) and the spatio-temporal direction(θp, ν̃dr;p) scanned
during the processing will be suppressed.
Applying theAPESmethod implies to work with̃yi;l :

ỹi;l = vec
(

Ỹ
i:i+Ms−1,l :l+M̃d−1

)

(12)

and

ϒ̃ ∆
=

[

ỹ1;1, · · · , ỹLs;1, ỹ1;2, · · · , ỹ
Ls;L̃d

]

(13)

The values ofMs , M̃d, Ls and L̃d are chosen so that̃Y is
a square matrix (LsL̃d = MsM̃d). In addition, the number of
antenna elements of the sparse array being small (Ns = 4), Ms
is chosen equal toNs leading toLs = 1 (Ls = Ns −Ms +1).
Once the integration time and the subsampling factor are
chosen and using̃Ld = Ñd − M̃d +1, we obtain:

M̃d =
Ñd −Ns +1

Ns
(14)

Furthermore, we will notẽx the first column of the matrix̃XT .
This leads us to the optimization problem:

min
h,α̂

‖h†ϒ̃− α̂x̃
L̃sd

◦ s̃
L̃sd

‖2 (15)

with the constraint

h†(x̃
M̃sd

◦ s̃
M̃sd

) = 1 (16)

h∈C
MsM̃d is the vector containing the coefficients of the filter

at the frequency(θ, ν̃d) for the considered range cell.
Proposition 1 (Noise APES (NAPES filter)):The solu-

tion of the optimization problem (equation (15)) under the
constraint (equation(16)) is:

α̂ = h†g̃ (17)

and

h =

ˆ̃Q−1x̃sd
M̃sd

(

x̃sd
M̃sd

)†
ˆ̃Q−1x̃sd

M̃sd

(18)

where

g̃ =
1

‖x̃
L̃sd

‖2
ϒ̃
(

x̃sd
L̃sd

)∗
(19)

ˆ̃Q =
1

‖x̃
L̃sd

‖2
ϒ̃ϒ̃†− g̃g̃† (20)

x̃sd
M̃sd

= x̃
M̃sd

◦ s̃
M̃sd

is obtained from the reference signal, mixed,

lowpass filtered, subsampled and steered in the desired spatio-

temporal direction and‖x̃
L̃sd

‖2 = Ls ∑
L̃d
l=1 |x̃l |

2.

Range cells indexr are processed one after the other. Once
the Doppler, angle and amplitude of the main contributor to
clutter in this range cell is estimated using theAPESmethod,
this contribution is subtracted.
One obtain at iteration numberp for the range cellr:

ˆ̃Y(r;p)
t = ˆ̃Y(r;p−1)

t − ˆ̃Y(r;p)
c

= ˆ̃Y(r;p−1)
t − α̂(r;p)ss(θr)

(

x(−τr)◦sd(ν̃dr;p)
)T

(21)

with ˆ̃Y(1;1)
t = Ỹ and α̂(r;p) = max

p
α̂r;p.



IV. A PPLICATION TO REAL DATA

This section presents the results obtained applying an iterative
rejection thanks to theAPESmethod to real ground clutter
where a target has been injected. Table I provides the config-
uration parameters of the measured ground clutter created by
the Eiffel TowerDVB−T emitter.

TABLE I

CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS

Acquisition parameters
Ñd 74 Ns 4 S 213 Tci 66ms

Emitter
EIRP 20kW Central 562MHz

frequency

Target
Signal to −40dB Direction of 22◦

clutter ratio arrival (θ)
fd −30Hz Range cell (τ fs) 50

Figure 1 (a) presents a range-Doppler diagram (max
θ

α(τ,θ, fd))

before rejection. This position is represented by a black cross.
The effect of iterative clutter rejection is presented on figure
1 (b). The area of rejection has been chosen between range
cell number 20 and range cell number 80. Even if data have
been collected from a ground clutter the hypothesis of internal
clutter motion has been made. The rejection was applied
between−5Hz and 5Hz and all over angles between−90◦

and 90◦. Figure 2 (a) focuses on the range cell 50 where the
target has been injected. One can see on this figure that if the
target is hidden in a sidelobe of the clutter before rejection, it
appears in figure 2 (b) after clutter rejection.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown in this paper how efficient theAPESmethod
could be in the frame of the rejection of ground clutter for a
bistatic passive radar.
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Fig. 1. max
θ

α(τ,θ, fd) before (a) and after (b) rejection

Fig. 2. α(θ, fd) in range cell 50 before (a) and after (b) rejection
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